áxious to re-establish themselves in the advertising field with their return to civilian life, more than 250 war veterans
bend the special advertising class for ex -service personnel, sponsored by the Advertising and Sales Club of Toronto, and
elected by Alec Phare of R. C. Smith & Son Ltd., and operated with the co-operation of the Extension Department of the
òversity of Toronto. A parallel course in salesmanship is being conducted under the same auspices. This course is
dtcted by G. H. Sheppard of International Business Machines Limited. Both courses are now well in their second month.
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CAB URGES ACTION ON FM
ri

Vith the secrecy which seems to

developments .in the broad ling industry, unseen fires are
imuldering beneath the surface,
kiled witn the combined fuel of
luency Modulation and the
iy reappearance of equipment.
'uesday of this week an infor,i meeting between Dr. A. Fri,cac General Manager, and re;entatives of the CAB in Ottawa
presumably consist of an at pt by Mr. Bannerman and his
Orts to persuade the CBC not to
.' ose restrictions on the industry
o the development of FM, but
ter to permit five years of unrimeled operation.
Since this
sting will be held between the
of writing this article and its
earance, we shall be unable to
it any releases which may be
le on it until our next issue.
:onsiderable concern is felt in
ustry circles over the fact that,
ough Dr. Frigon announced in
article in this paper last De [her that the csc was prepared
-ecorr.m_nd the granting of FM
nses to private operators, no
gress seems to have been made
lanada, although in the United
es the FCC has been issuing FM
nses for the past two or three
-iths.
Obviously the lack of
ipment for FM installations has
n the prime impediment to de-

M

fy

..

velopment but it is felt that manufacturers of transmitters cannot be
expected to go "all out" in an attempt to fill what will inevitably
be a huge demand until the Ministry of Transport and the CBC come
out with a clearly defined policy.

The Petrillo Problem

The likelihood that the Canadian
management of the American Federation of Musicians will follow the
American lead and compel stations
and sponsors of programs which axe
broadcast on FM and AM bands
simultaneously to pay double to
musicians may have a strong influence on the question of making
simultaneous AM and FM broadcasts which is the pattern which
seems to find favor in many quarters. To date the Canadian union
has not declared itself on this
point but the Canadian union is a
branch of the American one and in
the States the demand for this double payment has resulted in at least
one network cancelling its duplicate broadcasting plans rather than
submit to what they feel are the unreasonable demands of the musicians.

This preliminary, informal, and
probably off-the-record meeting between the CAB and the CBC, will be
followed by a CAB Board Meeting
in Toronto, November 22-24, and
the CBC board meets Nov. 27.

ADVERTISING TO STEAL THE SHOW
ACA Past Pres. Reports On Survey
Harold E. Stephenson of Montreal, retiring President of the Association of Canadian Advertisers,
told the Association's annual convention that its comprehensive survey of leading advertisers conducted
the organization indicated
by
strongly that advertising and sales
efforts in Canada would be increased in 1946, and that advertising had major roles to play both in the rehabilitation of service men
and the reconversion of industry to
a peacetime economy.
"In my opinion" he declared
"advertising has a most significant
opportunity and faces a challenge
in providing jobs for
to -day
Canadians. If we do this an a
large scale we have gone a long
way towards solving the major problems ahead."
Discussing results of a survey
conducted under the leadership of
the Association, Mr. Stephenson
made these points:
1. Seventy-five per cent. of the
leading firms of Canada expect increased sales volume in 1946.
2. Sixty-five per cent. are plan -

--

ping to increase their sales staff.
3. A majority feel that newspaper, radio and other advertising
media will be used as before, but
in larger volume.
4. Thirty-five per cent. plan to
increase their advertising appropiation in 1946, while 47 per cent.
will maintain the present volume.
5. Sixty-five per cent, are planning to increase productive capacity next year.
6. Seventy-five per cent. are definitely confident about the prospects for 1946, and only five per
cent. are pessimistic.
"We know that sales forces will
be larger, that production will be
up, that advertising appropriations
will be increased and that members
of this Association are looking with
confidence to the future", he added.
"When this information is studied against the government's recent decision to ease taxation and
permit an increase in advertising, it
does not take any great foresight on
my part to predict that 1946 will be
an outstanding year in the history
of Canadian advertising".
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in the world and facilities for spotting these programs at the same hour across Canada in each of the
five time zones, All -Canada provides for bigger audiences, better service.

ALL -CANADA PROGRAM DIVISION
A

TORONTO

DIVISION

OF

WINNIPEG

ALL -CANADA

CALGARY

RADIO

Re

J. I. Case Co.

Who have bought, for local, regional or national advertising, a packaged show released by All -Canada
Program Division
the leader in syndicated programs. With the largest library of packaged shows
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Sounding Board

FIND
OUT

;)U'RE VERY WELCOME
Sir: As chairman of this year's
m
A Convention Programme .Cottee, may I offer a sincere perm]. "thank you" for your part
d that of your publication, first
helping us to promote what
oved to be our record Convenn, culminating with your ACA
.;ecial edition, and also for adding
the interest of the proceedings
th your helpful suggestions of
akers on radio topics which
meted so much interest to our
etings.
i:The officers and directors join
in recording our appreciation.
Yours sincerely,
Athol McQuarrie,
Managing Director,
Ass'n of Canadian Advertisers
ORE BUY-WAY
aDear Dick: I read with interest a
iter from Gilbert Templeton in
-ur "Sounding Board", and I am

afraid that a lot of radio
tvertisers are going to get a very
nroneous impression about just
iat WLW does for its clients.
mentions a specialty sales
erce, and, while I understand that
its is quite true, I further underbind that this is an entirely se4rate company, controlled by
ALW, and that there is a definite
$0arge for this service. I think
e information from WLW
ct might add further and in sting light on the subject.
_'they

Yours, etc.,
K. D. Soble,
President, CHML, Hamilton.

AT FIRST . . .
ar Dick:
he other day we sent letters and
s to some of our friends across
ada drawing their attention to
"Western Trails" program
'eh we were scheduled to feed to
Dominion Network, Thursday,
We're
. 15th at 10 p.m. EST.
fond of that show, and we
ted it to get a good hearing
its first network appearance.
`e n the 15th in the late after 'n, the CBC called us and said
stern Trails probably wouldn't
through to the East, so they
celled it.
o we played Western Trails to
large and enthusiastic studio

dience.
As

far as we know now, Wes Trails will be where it should

next Thursday_ night--that is,

about the 28,000 radio homes
reached exclusively by

RAILROADS
"It's my opinion that

there, is a limit to how far you should carry this
business of 'Soldier's Wife' "

as far as we know. The intention
was to use it there for a few
weeks and then place it at a later

time for the Western network. But
right now we aren't making any
promises, except that we can deliver the show. As I said, we tried.
Our face is still a little red because
of' all those letters and wires, but
our conscience is clear.
Yours, etc.,
George C. Chandler,
Manager CJOR, Vancouver.

ACA Awards
ACA Awards for contribution to
Canadian advertising were presented to the year's winners during the
Annual Dinner, November 9, as
follows:
Gold Medal: awarded posthumously to the late J. R. Robertson,
former managing director of the E.
L. Ruddy Co. Ltd.
Silver Medal (Advertiser) : Clifford Elvins, former advertising
manager of Imperial Life Insurance+
Company.
Silver Medal (Agency Executive) : E. W. Reynolds, president of
E. W. Reynolds & Co. Ltd.
Silver Medal (Media Executive) : W. J. J. Butler, advertising
manaáger, TORONTO GLOBE &
MML.

Presentations were made on behalf of the ACA Awards Jury by
Lee Trenholm, Director of Public
Relations, Underwood Ltd.

CHML
WREN

CFRB
COLUMBIA

N.B.0

Frank Rowlatt Passes
Toronto advertising circles are
mourning the death of Frank Albany Rowlatt, which occurred November 10 as a result of injuries received when he was struck by a
truck the previous day.
Mr. Rowlatt, who was 69 years
of age, came to this country from
Birmingham, England as a young
man rose to the position of advertising manager of the TORONTO
NEWS. For the past 14 years he has
been with F. H. Hayhurst and
Company Ltd.

MILLING

MINING
make this a rich responsive market for YOUR messages.

DOMINION

A

NETWORK

STATION

d-vr

fees

HORACE N. STOVIN &ß`CO.

AND WE STILL SAY
amssonsmMiaffl

That our "Duophonic Recordings" are truer to the original
than any other transcription
made.

P400j?
Listen to the "Hot -Shot Anti Freeze" Spots on 16 Canadian
Stations.

.25Kop4oKlc
<72G rsdch

cued,

930

860

900

HAMILTON

DOMINION BROADCASTING
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Noi Qu,is, /3uß /3c41e4
With a reversion to a' "Buyers' Market Economy" just around the
er, if it has not already returned, radio, in common with the other
rtising media, has a reconversion problem of its own. It lies in the

sity for re-vamping the technique of gaining for its sponsors not
tige, which is all they have had to sell for the past years, but sales.

During the war years, advertisers have made their advertising
orm the dual function of reminding the public that their domestic

available again one fine day, and, at the same time,
have made definite contributions to Victory Loan campaigns, Red
ss activities and other War needs, by furnishing them with advertiswhich would have been way out of proportion in cost, had it had
e paid for on a straight commercial basis. While some advertisers,
e, in our opinion, used copy which discussed their own share in the
u a little immodestly, radio has established itself beyond shadow of
bt as the most potent selling force business has ever known. Yesterradio sold bonds, blood banks and salvage. Today it can sell beans,
p and bologna.
s would be

factors swill have to be seriously considered if the changegoing to be effected with the greatest possible success.

A lot of

r

l'

is

371 BAY STREET, TORONTO 1, CANADA

Art Editor: GREY HARKLEY

As a result of the greatest avalanche of business they have ever

wn deluging the stations and other media, those media have more
orne leasers of the facilities to produce this advertising, and less

tors of ideas for those who wish to use the facilities.

Just as the legal i rofesson thrives on the lack of knowledge of
man who draws his own, will, in the same way most unsuccessful
ams are the result of the attempt of laymen to create their own
ws. And every unsuccessful program or even spot announcement
trpaign does irreparable harm to the medium as a whole. Yet criti'm cannot be aimed too strongly at these sponsors, unless the radio
ilustry spends considerably more time than it has .in the past develop ideas, or at least broad principles of ideas, suitable for commercial
adcasting.
Private radio's Radio Bureau in Ottawa illustrates, with its "Re from Parliament Hrill", how the combined efforts of the stations can
duce informative programs, and there is no earthly reason why the
e principle cannot be applied to features of equal or greater value
entertainment. These programs could 'be made available to the sponand their agencies much as the newspapers offer cut and mat Beres to their clients. These programs would be top-flight Canadian
rtainment and therefore, provided they were well produced, would
impervious to the patriotic barbs of the carpingest of critics.
There will be those who disagree with us, but we still insist that
possible to be better than best and higher than top. Those stations
agencies which produce a "hit" and then sit back in the belief that
have reached the ultimate, are going to find themselves passed on
road by others, who feel that success is only a spur to go on still
her.
Watt's steam engine, Edison's electric light and Bell's telephone
much busiere certainly "tops" in their day. But they wouldn't do

7

is

Editor

I

Production Manager: ARTHUR C. BENSON

LISTENED FOR A LIVING
by David Adams

For 18 months I was called upon
to listen to the broadcasts of over
100 US commentators a week, to
sift their views on the news, and
to coax, wheedle or otherwise persuade them to remind their listeners that Britain was in the war too..
It was part of my job at the New

York office of the British Information Services. It was interesting. It
was arduous. It was a living. Later
the RCAF accepted me as a navigator. It was a rest.
As we listened night after night,
the voices and views of many of the
commentators beèame almost as
familiar to us as our own. I often
wondered what these oracular beings were like in real life, away
from the microphone. For in all
the time that we listened to them,
we never once met one of them
face to face. Perhaps this was just
as well, since knowing only their
voices enabled us to assess their impact on the ordinary radio listener

with unprejudiced detachment.
By studying the listener surveys
and popularity polls, we learned
how much weight to give to each
speaker in our reports.
One thing that these surveys
showed, was that a local commentator, widely known in his own
community, was usually much more
influential in that +area than a network broadcaster who commanded
Accorda much wider audience.
ingly we installed powerful receivers in our Radio City listening post,
on which we heard the opinions of
analysts in, San Antonio, Denver
Salt Lake City, and even, when conditions were especially favorable, in
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
The collection of personalities
whose broadcasts came under our
nightly scrutiny was extremely varied. The public's apparently insatiable appetite for news of the war
had drawn all manner of men (and
women) with any sort of claim to
a knowledge of the international
scene, onto the air. There were
college professors, ' travellers and
adventurers, gossip columnists,
!Iomespun philosophers and people
with almost every kind of European
accent, propounding their views
along with all the established commentators.
Listening for hours at a time to
a non-stop parade of news broadcasts might seem like a monotonous
task: it was anything but that. It
was the same news over and over,
but each speaker give it his own

particular slant, dressed it up'in his
own particular style, ,and the resultant variety was anything but
routine.
When the Japs attacked Pearl
Harbour, anger was the unanimous
expression from Coast to Coast.
But when Hitler invaded Russia,
Wythe Williams was wringing his
hands, while Clapper's restrained
comments sounded far from discouraged.
In those days opinions were a
dime a dozen. Today history has
shown how right and how wrong
they were.

First there were the straight analysts like Raymond Gram Swing,

most of them veteran newspapermen with a keen sense of responsibility, who interpreted but rarely
injected their own views. There
like
Lowell
were dramatizers
Thomas, who built up. large audiences by sensationalizing, and highlighting odd and unusual items.
There were people like Gabriel
Heatter, in a class by himself
whose : evangelistic fervor and unshakeable optimism, bestowed in
equal measure on both commentary
and commercial, apparently endeared him to countless millions. There
were the prophets like columnist
Drew Pearson, holding listener attention by making flat "Predictions
of Things to Come", and trusting
to the short memory of the public
when events might prove them
wrong.
There were adventurers
and world travelers like John Vandercook and John Gunther; and I Have -Been -There men like Frazier
Hunt, who used his news story as
a jumping-off point for some personal reminiscences. There were
one or two old philosophers like
Cal Tinney, who coined witticisms
and made dry observations on the
day's news stories. And there was
the dean of them all, H. V. Kaltenborn, with his definite opinions.
These and many more, not so
easy to categorize, made up a daily
diet that was both nourishing and
entertaining. Absorbing so many
different interpretations of the news
gave us a well-balanced view of
world events, and this in turn made
it possible to evaluate each speaker's
soundness and accuracy better even
than a personal knowledge of him.
From his physiognomy he could
be H. V. Kaltenborn, or Harriet
Hubbard Ayer for all we know. But
show us a script and we could identify him in the first three lines.
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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF THE QUEBEC MARKII
L'Anglais Presents Facts and Figures About French Canada
The key to a successful sales
campaign in Quebec, is to advertise in French, with an understanding attitude
not simply by translating, but taking into account
the tastes and characteristics of the
French Canadian. This point was
made by Paul L'Anglais, president of Radio Programme Producers, Montreal, speaking to the
Association of Canadian Advertisers Convention in Toronto early
this month.

-

BRITISH

UNITE1-PRESS

The
FARM FRONT
Rural Feature
For Your Clientele

A Good

The Farm Front is a
daily feature of the British
United Press Radio Wire.
It is a five-minute broadcast
offering national and regional coverage of farm
news.

MAIN SPONSORS
for this feature

include:
Fertilizer Companies
Farm Stores
Feed Mills
Farm Machinery
Companies
Seed Companies
Motor 'Compa -.es
Cooperatives
Vineyards
Grain Elevators
Manufacturers
Drug Stores
Railroads

The FARM FRONT
is a sound audience builder

for town and country, appealing to all who grow
things in the soil.

Five Popular Misconceptions

28.9% of the population of the
Dominion.
26.3% of the national income.
26.2% of the national wealth.
23.5% of the retail sales.
30.9% of the manufacturing.
30.8% of the construction.
57.5% of the power.
"Quebec," he told the meeting
can boast of having the biggest
hydro electric plant in the world,
at Shipshaw ; the largest inland
harbor, and the second largest
French speaking city in the world,
Montreal ; the largest pulp and
paper centre in the world, at Three

Emphasizing the importance of
the Quebec market, Mr. L'Anglais
opened with a warning, against Rivers.
five popular misconceptions:71% of Quebec homes are equip (1) Everybody in Quebec speaks
ed with radios-against 78% for
French only.
the Dominion.
(2) Everybody in Quebec is Ro'33% of Quebec homes are
equipped with telephones
man Catholic.
against 40% for the Dominion.
(3) Nobody in Quebec buys
19% of Quebec households own
anything unless the Church
motor
cars
against 37% for
says it's all right.
the
Dominion.
(4) Quebec people refuse to
In Quebec, the male annual
buy English Canadian goods
income is $922
In Ontario
(5) They are foiled if a packit is $1,119.
age is printed in French
In Quebec the female annual
and English.
income is $429
In Ontario it
Advising a reliance on facts,
is $577.
rather than misinformation of this
"But" he said "families in Quekind, he advocated trying to under- bec are larger,
and the basic cost
stand the French Canadian view- per household is lower
than in
point, and basing one's approach Ontario.
on this understanding. "When selIn the twenty years from 1921
ling goods anywhere in the world,
to 1941, Quebec's population ina sales argument has to be based
on the idiosynçracies of the com- creased from 2,300,000 to 3,300,00
gain of 41%. ,
munity, its income, its needs, its
"In the same twenty year period,
likes and dislikes" he said.
the
urban population in Quebec has
"To achieve success in the Quebec
increased
from 56% to 636/0-of
market, give it the same close atthe
total
for the Province. More
tention that you give to the Engthan
three
of every five people in
lish speaking sections of Canada."
Quebec live in the city, and so are
An Enormous Market
more readily accessible to retail outAs soon as this was done, said
lets for your products," he said,
Mr. L'Anglais, seemingly unsur"and more influenced by newsmountable obstacles would dissolve,
papers, radio and display advertisand a market represented by over
ing; more sophisticated, more ed3 million Canadians would be
ucated, and more open minded
opened up. He Produced statistics
towards new products."
to show the scope of the Quebec
market.
Rural Strength
The Province has:
A comparison between the rural

-

-

-

-a

populations of Quebec and O
showed that farms in Quebec a
age 125.1 acres, against 125.8
Ontario; that there are 155
farms in Quebec, against 178yß
in Ontario; and that 93
Quebec farmers own their
farms, against 80% of
farmers.
"It is true" he continued
the Quebec farmer has less
modities and less money th
Ontario counterpart", but the
ernment is giving him such t
that he has become an extraordir
prospect for all sorts of produ
farming implements, radio set
tor cars, household articles
electrical apparatus, plus of o
all the staple goods he has
buying for years.

French Canadians
Live French
Quebec, Mr. L'Anglais emf
sized, is a normal community, a
ious to improve its living cot
Lions. "Its needs are growing el
year" he pointed out. "Success
marketing in Quebec depends o
thorough study of the market 1.4
sibilities, and on a discriminatg
appreciation 'of French Canadru
characteristics.
"The French Canadian spes,i
reads and thinks in French.
attends French churches, schc
and universities. He goes to Fre
movies, belongs to French ch
and is subject to a French
code. He reads French newsp
and listens to French radio.
does. not mean that he doe
speak English. Often he doe
he considers it an elementary
tesy that anyone who wants
him should do so in French.',
To sell goods in Quebec
Mr. L'Anglais, you must sell
in French, in good French;
your advertising campaign
either be conceived in Fren
perfectly adapted into Frenc
mere translations is adequate.,
recommended a complete Fri
:

(Continued on Next Page)

SPONSORS!
If you are interested
in The Farm Front,
apply to the nearest
.

radio station carrying
British United Press
News.

BRITISH UNITED
PRESS LTD.
231 St. James St.
MONTREAL

CHNS

BULLETIN BOARD

-

From a Fill to a Feature
we're ready!
Our recent purchase of the complete Library of
the "United Transcribed System" makes our
disc lineup read: "Thesaurus", "Langworth"
"World", "IJ.T.S.", and many thousands of
"78's". Ask the All -Canada Man.
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rpartment for advertising agens, to enable them to launch an
fective campaign. French in apoach and selling arguments, as
èll as in language.
1i

Business and the Church

jlHe then drew attention to the
caportancl of the Catholic Church
1ti the French Canadian's daily life.
le goodwill of the Church was
cessary for the success of an unIrrtaking. To secure this good ill, he said, it was usually suffitnt to check one's advertising ap:al with an authority who knows.
r;ench Canadian newspapers and
(dio stations may be said to stand
religion, justice, clean living,
the finest traditions of the
ch Canadian people and they
Id object to anything which
believed would violate those
ciples.
t this point Mr. L'Anglais red a story about a popular Que summer resort, which normally
ported at least three protestant
ches during the season. World
r I, however, so depleted the
ulation' that the Anglican
urch was forced to close. After
years, deciding that any church
better than none, the Anglican
es went to the local Catholic
urch. They soon became regu-

French Canadian. He is thrifty, he
said, but once he is thoroughly convinced that an article measures up
to his requirements, he will buy
it
immediately; you have to prove to
him that what you want to sell is
an improvement within his means,
or a necessity to him, he continued.
"B.ecause of his agricultural background" he added "he does not
work to make large profits immediately. He is a careful buyer, and
has excellent taste; therefore quality is his prime consideration.'
Certain merchandising policies, he
warned, are seldom effective in
Quebec. The
"group"
appeal
should be avoided because the
French Canadian is keenly individualistic. The "scare" appeal does
not often produce results. The "innuendo" appeal, and the "do it
now' appeal, both tend to irritate
him.
The "English" appeal
mere translation of an English campaign
is obvious to him, and
only creates antagonism or ridicule.

-

-
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Profile-With Liberties
DICK Lewis--the free enter-

prise kid-publishes a radio
trade paper known as "The
Canadian Broadcaster" to the
general consternation of the
radio industry. It is said that
the Pulitzer Prize Committee
has its eye on him
the jaun-

-

diced one.

TIHE Lewis has run his publication up from an 8 -page rag to
a 20-page rag in just a few
years
which is good going.
Somehow though, he has commanded the respect of the radio
industry which now outnumbers
his
relatives and personal
friends who formerly made up
his readership.

-

W. D. Hannah, formerly of RCA
Victor Company Limited, who has
recently returned from Active
Service has ioined the Montreal
Radio Department of Cockfield,
Brown Rc Company Limited.

Vocal Scholarships

LEWIS has made another Major contribution to radio with
his annual Beaver Awards. This
year, Canada's beavers are
thinking of awarding Lewis, but
so far can't find any takers.
And, incidentally, this is just
our own way of giving Dick
Lewis a salute of 36 salvos from
152 guns. He's done a job!

Video Tuhe

Two scholarships for the purpose
DuMont Laboratories (Passaic
of discovering radio voices are being offered by La Cantoria, directed N.J.) announce a new cathode ray
tube suitable for low priced teleby Victor Brault, honorary professor at the University of Montreal. vision receivers. Type 7EP4 is a
Each scholarship is for one year's 7" tube, providing a screen image
free tuition and included are cour- 53/4" wide by 41/4" high, large
186 Yonge Street. Toronto
attendants, and were particu- ses in vocal technique, history of enough for a group of several viewADelaide 8784
music and the repertory for opera ers. The tube is only 151/2" long,
ly generous in their contribuis
P.S.-The Editor said he was
and concert. A preparatory course, and the accelerating potential
ns. This continued until 1919,
but no dismoved to tears
is already in
2500
volts;
it
only
count! G.A.T.
en the husbands and fathers Mr. Brault announced, is being
given in connection with the scho- quantity produktion.
e home, and the Anglican cornnity decided to reopen. The larships, which started Nov. 1st.
ilding alas, proved to be so
The contest, which will decide
ch in need of repairs, that it was
the winners of the scholarships,
nd cheaper to demolish it and will be held at the beginning of
'Id a new one. To this end it February and will be staged under
necessary to approach all pos- the auspices of La Cantoria, whose
e subscribers, and one lady Callhonorary committee consists of
on the Catholic curé to explain Gladys Swarthout, Maria Kurenko,
situation. The curé asked for Jean Dickenson, Sir Ernest Mace to think it over, and the next
Millan, Dr. A. E. Whitehead, Dr.
he produced $75. To this do- J. J. Gagnier, John Barbiroli, Jean
tion he attached but one condi- Beaudet, Darius Milhaud, G. E.
Golschman,
that the money should be Tanguay, Vladmir
d for the demolition of the old
Claude Champagne, Bela Bartok,
rch, and not for the construc- Henri Gagnon, Albert Chamber n of the new.
land, Alexander Kipnis, Alexandre
Leon
Pointing a moral to the tale, Mr. Tansman, C. W. Cadman,
Gorin.
Igor
and
Rothier
Anglais said: "Make up your
7
nd that the Church has influence
!poi
.,., .,fi!l'Il'IIII.IIIIiIIf!hlhf1il_11111,,61
Quebec, but be convinced that it
Renewal
Catholic and intelligent respect
BE IN!
influence and it will not inter 'TO
Announcement is made of the
e with yours".
SPOT
a
renewal for the eighth year of
WHAT A
alike have be
Wrigley's "Treasure Trail". The
Thrift and Caution
Clients
NOW,
Finally, the speaker summarized program is originated, produced
andthey
our lr
Agencies
at
Ltd.
if
..
effect
principal characteristics of the and placed by Jack Murray
is
5 kiloFLASK
opp
opportunitycontract
ct our contraot
every
jump
n
we
and
e each
ce of
will,
tt
in rate.
rea 100 honored for withbalo¡acreage
Watts,
U'
power,
watts, increase d pew
SPOT TO
the
at
A.
Rating?
WHAT
A "NATIONAL NEWS BULLETIN"
AXr S.S.
for
that
like
Here's an editor who has been preparing newscasts
now availB. A.
C1CH
nearly three years!
Formerly a reporter
,,,,,,.miroir/iirrioiaiii000ioiiiiii
in your
able to put that authoritative "National News' touch
/,,,,mor.'"'""m Represented by
newscast.
.,,;,,,v//,iroD
,,.
N. STOVIN
HORACE& COMPANY
Write Box 1002

-
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"Hams" Reinstated

SOD TURNING

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
L2

November 24th, 19;;t

Effective November 15 all Cat.
dian. "Hams" whose operatic;
were suspended at the outbreak
war in 1939, were free to retL,
to the air, according to an .
nouncement
by
Reconstruct
Minister C. D. Howe. Appro
mately 4,000 Canadian amateur
dio licenses have been, reinstate
and will be effective until Mar
31. 1946. For the present, "Hanwill be permitted to operate only
the following frequency ban(
28-29.7 mc.; 56-60; 144
148; 2300-2450; 5250-565

ud!

Eight years old on
November 2nd.
Too swamped with
business to "permit" a party. Drop
in for a short one
around Christmas.

WATTS

10,000-10500; and 21,000-2'

000 megacycles. The 56-60 r
band was a temporary allocati
which would be replaced in !
months time by the band 50-

tape

a

eat

mc.

asteiinse

Turning the first sod at CKOC Hamilton's new transmitter site which will
house their 5 kilowatter. From left to right, Les Horton, chief engineer;
Bill Cranston, manager; Lyman Potts, production manager; Reeve Mill mine of Saltfleet Township; Mayor Sam Lawrence of Hamilton.

CFGP
Grande Prairie
1000 watts

NORTHERN MEETING
With power increases scheduled
for the near future, Northern

Returns To Radio

Broadcasting Company operated
Stations met in Toronto recently
for a complete discussion of programming.

Describing himself as a "drip
from the returning shower of veterans, filling up the broadcasting
pool," is Lloyd Westmoreland, who
has returned to the promotion desk
at CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., after service with the RCAF.

Several of the stations will be
increasing power from 1000 watts
to 5000 watts. CFCH North Bay is
to become as Kilowatt station. Pro-

duction topics covered the co-ordination of programs so that all stations will benefit from each proven
program idea. The handling of
news, religious and educational
broadcasting, and public service et forts were discussed.
Commercial managers of all
stations were present to suggest
new plans for the presentation of
sponsored broadcasts.

Attending the two day meeting
were: Roy H. Thomson, President
of Northern Broadcasting & Publishing Limited, S. F. Chapman,
Sec. Treas.; managers
Harvey
Freeman, CKGB, Clair Chambers,
CJKL, Roy Hoff, CKws, Cliff Pick rem, CFCH; Hal Cooke CHEX.
Program directors
Bob Hart,
CKGB; Jas.
Kirkpatrick, CJKL;
Phil Clayton, CFCH; Karl Monk,
CHEX; Charles Millar,
CKws;
commercial managers
Claude
Irvine,CKGB; Harry Edgar, CKWS;
Keith Packer, CFCH ; Chet Sutherland, CJKL; El. Jones, CHEX. Jack
Davidson, Supervisor of Stations,
acted as chairman of the sessions.

-

Q/
evi

Aoio
41:o114

-

US "Hams" are also permitted
transmit in the same frequen,
bands, effective the same da
Every effort, Minister Howe state
was being made to clear other cha
nels for amateur radio operation

particularly the 3.5-4; 7-7.
and 14-14.4 megacycle groups.

"Canadian amateur radio opt
ators", said Mr. Howe, "have co
tributed materially to this countr;
war effort. Most of our amatec
were young men, and they n
ponded enthusiastically to the c,
of their country especially durú
the early stages of the war, why
the armed services urgently need,
large numbers of radio operators

New Station
Windsor, N.S., at the ge
graphic centre of the Province. h
a new radio station.
CFAB, opt
ated by the Evangeline Broadca:
ing Company, began broadcastii
regularly November 11, with
power output of 100 watts. Ava
M. Bishop is the owner-manage
his son, Willard, is program dire
tor. John Crosbie, of Rai Pure
Productions, Toronto, is CFAB re
resentative for Canada and ti.
United

States.,

CE
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TRADE WINDS

you are

A COLUMN OF COMMERCIAL NEWS

Byles at Spitzer

&

Mills

that beginning first of the
it the California Fruit Growers
¿'ange is starting a series of
nscribed one minute spots over
number of station between
us

s

Calgary and CHNS, Hall Same agency announces
.t Quaker Oats is renewing
eterboro Farm Broadcast" for
aker Feeds over CHEX, PeterCN,

o.

*

:carry

*

*

Frontenac

at

Carter

)adcasting reports transcribed
t campaigns for clients) Samson
)ducts and Shorty Beverages
CKEY, Toronto.
*

,

*

*

Edwin C. Stock Agencies say
tt. Vitoff Shampoo started a 30
nute weekly transcribed musical

over CKEY, Toronto, NovemCalled "Invitation to Ronce," the program is, scheled for 26 weeks.
iw

18.

*

rhorton

*

*

Purkis reports that

:fada Tea Co. of Canada Ltd. has
i:en over Jack Dennett's 11 p.m.

vscast over CFRB, Toronto.
*

*

*

Ma'Laren's Vancouver office ad es that W. IL Malkin Co (Tea
d Coffee)) has renewed "Morn Romances" over 4 British
lumbia stations including, CFJC,
:0V, CKLN and CJAT.
*

*

*

According to thé commercial dertment at CKEY, Toronto All :k Laight and Westwood (Sport; Goods) returned "Ski Trails"
vember 22. The Robert Simp1 Co. Ltd., have contracted for
spot announcements until Denber 29.
*

*

*

CKWX, Vancouver has two new

al spot campaigns under way.
sulation Industries are taking 6
week for a year while Edwards
ectric Shaver Sales have signed
r 3 a week for 5 months.
*

*

*

at Young &
m tells us that Whitehall
teal (Anacin) is starting
'ek flash announcement
Bob Simpson

Rubi Phara 17
cam-

.

do not break the stillness of this

moment: this is a time of mystery

Edited by
ART BENSON
Bill
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paign December 3 over 15 stations between CROC, Hamilton
and CHSJ, Saint John.
Same
sponsor is renewing "Ellery
Queen" for Anacin and Kolynos
January 2 for 52 weeks over the
Dominion network, plus CKAC,
C'1+'RB and CHMVIL.
Y. & R. also
reports that International Silver
is renewing "Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet" on January 6 from the
Columbia to Trans-Canada, plus
CFRB and CKAC. CKCK, CKOC,
*

*

In

/

*

McKim's Winnipeg office has
started "The Old Corral" (All Canada) for Soudack Furs over 6
western stations between CFGP,
Grande Prairie and CKY, Winnipeg. Same agency has placed a
26 spot campaign for Marshall
Wells Co. Ltd., (Winnipeg) over a
number of western stations.

'

this is

.

.

HOW?

response to demands for "Mystery at its Best"

From the moment this program opens .. .
as the clock strikes.and footsteps echo .. and a
this
voice speaks the words quoted above
is
Radiois "Mystery at its Best"
this "NBC
Recording" at its peak of perfection.

...

-

THE HAUNTING HOUR presents original
psychological mysteries, "whodunit" thrillers,
crime crusade plots . . creates true characters
. . constructs probable and possible situations
and spots clues for the solution. Each halfhour show is a complete story . . especially
directed and produced by NBC to draw every
second of breathless suspense from these great
mystery dramas.

Personnelly Speaking
Doug Grieg has returned to the
announce staff at CJcA, Edmonton,
after 41/2 years with the air force:
Howard Bailey has been added to
the announce staff at CFSF, Corn-

Mystery is highly popular. 1Today .. more than
ever . . books, movies, plays radio shows with
mystery and suspense have tremendous appeal.
So jump on the "mystery" bandwagon with
THE HAUNTING HOUR .. "Mystery at its
Best" .. a mass audience builder .. a sure-fire
success for every type of sponsor.

wall. Russ Baer formerly of CKGB
and cJKL has joined the production
staff at CKWs, Kingston, after 4
years in the airforce. Bob Harvie,
former program director at the
RCAF station in Gander Bay Newfoundland is returning to the announce staff at CHEX, Peterboro.
Cec McKnight is back at CKTB, St.
Catharines after service with the
Canadian Army in Newfoundland.

SCHEDULE-1 Program per week
NOW AVAILABLE -52 weeks of broadcasting.

Repat Problems
Former war correspondent and
feature writer for the TORONTO
STAR, Greg Clarke is now heard
weekly, on Thursdays, in a series
of talks designed to help the serviceman solve the various problems
involved in the return to civilian
life. The broadcasts are aired on
Trans -Canada.

TOP NETWORK TALENT, WRITING
AND PRODUCTION
prominent cast includes Berry Kroeger,
Betty Furness, Elspeth Eric, Eddie Nugent,
Jean Gillespie; brings the biggest names of
radio and stage to THE HAUNTING HOUR.
Original stories are written by radio's top
writers who bring atmosphere and variety to
each show.

A

Produced by Bert Wood at NBC, New York

Available

in

Canada through

ALL -CANADA RADIO FACILITIES, Ltd.
Victory Building, Toronto

NB
A

SutiH N

lei

CoImtle et Awrrta

CRADIO-RE

DING DIVISION

AMERICA'S NUM8E

URCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Rodio City, New York

Chicago

Washington

Hollywood

San Francisco
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PROGRAMMING TO COMMUNITIES
"Every Canadian station has on
its schedules programs and features
with a truly local flavour to which
your messages can be readily at-

IN CANADA'S
THIRD MARKET

1000 WATTS
e4r,ze.

5000
.esedigetizei.
REPRESENTED

BY

ALL -CANADA RADIO FACILITIES

Hollywood Opening
Preparatory to starting work on
his first Twentieth Century Fox
picture, the Alan Young Show will
be broadcast from Hollywood starting January 8.

tached", Frank Johnson, commercial manager of station CKNX,
Wingham, told a recent meeting in
Toronto .of the Master Bakers' Association of Ontario.
'No two Canadian communities
in this vast Dominion think alike",
Johnson said. "Producing a stereotyped show intended to appeal to
the sophisticated Torontonian and
the good people of the 'Back Sixty'
at one and the same time is an
absolute impossibility."
Johnson was invited to appear
before the bakers to explain the details of the local campaign they are
conducting on a test basis on CKNX,
as an aid to their consideration of
expanding the drive to cover the
province of Ontario.
After playing recordings of some
of the singing spots being used on
the Wingham station, Johnson urged the meeting to contact managers
of stations serving the areas they
decided to cover, and ask for their
advice and assistance. He stressed
the desirability of tying onto existing local programs.
Objective of the trial campaign
in Wingham, and any further expansion which may follow is to
counter, on behalf of local bakeries
"the threat that is posed by the national and chain baking concerns,

These Towns
Are
Spot Towns

who, just

as soon as tires and
equipment are available will be
covering every possible retail outlet
to put their products on the shelves
of chain arid independent grocery
stores in every town, village and
hamlet across the country."

CFRB Manager Lauds

Competitive System

"It is unfortunate that the Parliamentary Committee which periodically investigates radio invariably
looks askance whenever á recommendation is made by private radio", according to Lloyd Moore,
manager of CFRB who addressed
the twelfth triennial convention of
the University of Toronto Engineers Alumni Association, November 10.
In Britain, he pointed out, the
BBC is hedged about with safeguards which have pretty well protected the interests of minority
groups and parties. Though it has
generally high standards of public
service and good taste it lacks the
competitive zeal, imagination, audacity and variety which characterize
American broadcasting.
"In Canada", he continued,
"control of radio is with the csc,
who not only operáte stations, but
also regulate the private stations."
He went on to express his belief
that a monopoly of radio, public or
or private, would always be dangerous.
In closing, ,he said "I hope that,
in the not too distant future
the csc and the CAB can sit
around the table together and lay
out jointly a plan for the sound development of radio broadcasting
for this country which they can
unanimously recommend to future
parliamentary committees.

Sick List
IN NEW

C
A
L
L

WESTMINSTER

IT'S

CKNW

FORT WILLIAM

CKPR

SASKATOON

CFQC

EDMONTON

CFRN

CALGARY

CFCN

TORONTO

CHUM

SOREL

CJSO

HULL

CKCH

Satn Ross, news chief at Vancouver's CKWX, is recuperating from a
double hernia. Latest word is that
he is progressing favorably.

Press comment on the appoi
ment of "Davie" Dunton as fu
time Chairman of the csc has be
heavy all across the Dominic
Praise for his achievements both
Editor of the MONTREAL STA
DARD, and as head of the Wartir,
Information Board is almost u
animous and his appointment
regarded as a great opportunity
perform a valuable public servi('
His youth, energy and determin
tion are considered .valuable qua
ties to assist him in his new rol
The opinion of the Peterbo:''
(Ont.) EXAMINER is typical: "\l'
expect great things from him.
thirty-three he has been appoint(
to a conspicuous and powerful poi.
tien in Canadian affairs."
Most vocal among the "nay" e:
pressions is the TORONTO EVENIT
TELEGRAM which says in part "TI
appointment
at a salary large;.
than that of a cabinet minister suj
gests that Parliament runs drunke
sailors a close race in the spendin
of money."
'

...

The HALIFAX CHRONICLE sal
"The Canadian public expect th
the CBC shall serve them and nc
try to dominate them or educat
them. They expect that the CB
shall take its proper place in th
pattern of national broadcasting,
but nothing more
that it be ru.
as a competitive organism and ne
as a self-appointed monopoly."

...

AVAILABLE
Announcer - operator - copy
writer with 5 years experience in two western stations.
Newspaper

writing

back-

ground. Would like to locate in western station but
will give serious consideration to all offers.
Box 2003
CANADIAN BROADCASTER
371 Bay Street, Toronto

t6,34S
RADIO

Spots To -night

Press Favors Duntoi4

HOMeS

e OUR

KELOUINA

PRIMARY

B.C.

AREA

mean

Dice 0F THE OKANAG

Sales To -morrow
1"e

See All-Canada

or Joe Weed
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offering (Goodyear) from another
extremely pleasant though not
overly important "musicale" into
Me
a "must" program. The show is
in/
well -named the "Parade of. Songs"
Youth and gaiety are the key - because, brother, how those songs
do parade!
lote of George Taggart's produc- production They lust pour off the
line and very pleasant
House
Bouquet
"Cashmere
ion
it
is
too,
because
listening
Tarty" which regales Trans-Can- an effortless process. But becomes
from the
night
Lda listeners of a Saturday
standpoint it is also
between listener's
night
whether we would
`Cashmere "Share the Wealth" questionable
bother
turning
or down for
Bouquet
and th e Hockey better listening.it up
We
would be
Happy
louse
Broadcasts.
more
inclined
to
let
it
hum
away
'arty"
modern music inter- as a pleasant
and
we
do, mean
with
exactly
spersed
pleasant
background for a
he same sort of inane patter you bridge -game, a glance over the
we
Party.
While
tear at a House
sports page, or perhaps even bang)ersonally can take this sort of ing out this column. To say that
with
equal
hing or leave it alone
here is a program, outside of Greg
tbandon, we are definitely attract- Clarke, which inspires neither avid
of
the
proI93 by the naturalness
pleasure nor ardent dislike may be
eedings, a quality which is essen- a compliment.
Then again it
its
branches,
all
ial to radio in
might
interpreted
be
as praising it
>ut which, unfortunately, is all too
with faint damns. As to Greg
Deane,
Dorothy
s)ften lacking.
Clarke, whether he writes his own
t luite apart from her tuneful singscripts or whether t ley are written
ng voice; is an asset to the party, by someone else, we're for him,
)ecause her vocal chords sound and more of him, but we'd like to
with the exuberance of hear him read scripts that are bete nfected
link lemonade which some gay ter designed to "come off the
I ,othario has spiked with a goodly
paper."
i >otion
of juniper juice. Russ
Altus, on the other hand, sounds
'a little above all this childish For all
s less", in his vocalizing.
Telling The Truth
>is recording fame (under the
About Industry
(name of Larry Cross), he gains
i nothing either for himself or the
Billions of words spread distrust
Definl )rogram, by his aloofness.
of
industry in the public mind every
gives
but
sing,
can
Russ
Titus
tely
is the impression he is more in- year, according to Allen Sikes, who
) :ent on his own singing technique
told the Associations of Canadian
:han the words. The noises which Advertisers of the crying need for
.emanate from Maestro -Samuel
industry to tell the public the truth
ETersenhoren, including those of his about industry's social philosophy.
>rchestra, make pleasant listening,
Dut Sammy doesn't have to drag
"The public's interest in what is
n violin solo of a somewhat maudreported in the news columns about
!in ballad into this boop-a-doop
industry is surpassed only by what
program just to show that he can industry has to say about itself in
!play one. We know he can, and the advertising columns", said Mr.
in the right
we're all for it
Sikes who is an executive of the
place.
American Newspaper Association.
*
*
"Material must be presented freeSomebody_ simply has to teach ly", he said. "It must be presented
Greg. Clarke to write for radio, or frankly, and it must be specific
else the erstwhile war correspon- enough to identify issues and clear
dent of the "Toronto Star" is go- enough to be understood by the
ing to rue the day
"Goodyear he forsook his type- reading public.
Parade
writer for the micMr. Sykes pointed out that it is
of
rophone, and we lis- only by telling its story and telling
Songs"
teners are going to it completely that industry can ballose the first truly ance the weight of words of its opCanadian radio "character" who
"Built on a foundation
has come into the limelight. Script ponents.
business must
enterprise,
free
of
or no script Greg Clarke brings a
the social
merchandise
to
learn
"Parade
i personality to Goodyear's
of Songs" which lifts Don Bassett's philosophy upon which it is based
just as efficiently as it merchandises its products," he said: -
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The RCA Victor 70-C1
With broadcasters the country over, RCA Victor
Turntable Equipment is the favourite because of its
sturdy, dependable construction. Here is equipment
particularly designed for broadcast station needs.
In the RCA Victor 70-C1 Turntable with its combination head, the broadcaster will find equipment of
great flexibility. For complete information write now
to the Broadcast Equipment Department, RCA Victor
Company Limited, Montreal, Quebec.

i

-

I

t

CFPA
"Serving the Lakehead"

"CIVVY STREET"
Is a Locally Sponsored
series finding jobs
for Ex -Service-

men.

We can produce an
equally attractive
feature for you.
Port Arthur -Fort William

Tales of the North
Stories of the adventurers who

pioneered Canada's "frozen north"
in the search for a Northwest Passage to the Indies, and many other
tales of this région, are featured
on a new series "The White Empire", which took the air over.
Trans -Canada November 14. This
Wednesday series will run for thirteen weeks.
It is written by Alan King, and
an original musical score is featured, composed by the Canadian,
John Weinsweig.

Features of the
RCA VICTOR 70-C1 TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
proximity of microphone pos* Combination pickup for versible (Silent type power
tical and lateral transcriptions.
switch: low motor noise.)
* Counter balanced tone arm, * Isolation of motor noise from
free of noise and vibration.
cabinet. Filters securely
Six -position switch for conmounted and arranged for
trol of compensation.
minimum hum pickup.
* Excellent speed regulation. * Modern cabinet design, atstarting.
High torque for quick
tractive trim. Umber gray
cabinet finish.
* Turntable operation with

ex met

Symbol

of Quality

since 1898

RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED

HALIFAX

TOi ONTO
OTTAWA
MONTREAL
VANCOUVER
CALGARY

WINNIPEG
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CANADIAN TALENT HAS A SCORE
TO SETTLE

THE PROGRAM PARADE
AT CKCW

John Adaskin In Forthright Address To ACA
Canadian talent lacks more in
promotion than in ability according to John Adaskin, Toronto radio
producer, and incoming American
network programs, constituting as
they do an unfair competition to
Canadian originations, should be
subjected to duty just like American
printing or other imported advertising.

Using "tourist talent"
pays big dividends.
At
least it did for Moncton area
merchants on CKCW's "The
Tourist Talks".
The CKCW radio car stopped
tourists on the highway and
interviewed
the
occupants.
Each person received a souvenir. If they were celebrating a wedding_ birthday or
other anniversary, a special
gift was presented. The big
surprise came when the tour
ists received a special recording
of their chat with the announcer.
"The Tourist Talks" is just
another CKCW original idea
that sells merchandise and further proves our slogan "We
don't sell time, we sell results."
In other words . . . showmanship. Interested, then listen to
a few "St ovin Talks".

áew,'t se.0 Tnie
/de See2 Re3td4.,,

HORACE N. STOVIN
Representatives

Toronto and Montreal

Giving as a sub -title to his talk to
the ACA Convention in Toronto
this month. "The Score Canadian
Talent Should Settle With American International Advertisers And
I/ice Versa." Mr. Adaskin conceded that in many cases Canadian
advertisers had enthusiastically endorsed and employed Canadian
talent. There were, however, many
instances of glaring failure to recognize such talent, only to have
it bloom forth on the American
networks as a "brilliant Canadian
find," he said. He cited the case
of Percy Faith, not only because
of his brilliant success in the States,
but because he was well known
through his former sustaining efforts on the CBC. Though he had
one or two short term sponsors
while in Canada, at the very apex
of his career he had none. Before
he left Canada he was laid off by
the CBC with the statement "The
Canadian public needs a rest from
Percys music." "Thanks to contacts
opened up in the States. Percy's
music continued to reach the Canadian public-and they don't seem
to need a rest," he stated.
By crossing the border Percy
Faith didn't automatically become
"better talent"; nor was it American snap and polish that made
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this or that person "public appeal."
It was the promotion and the publicity, and the surrounding ingredients (which cost. a lot 'of money)
that successfully launched an artist.
Alan Young, continued Mr.
Adaskin, was brought to Toronto'
from his Vancouver sustaining program by an enterprising Canadian
advertiser, who thus showed both
good judgment and wisdom. The
fact that he was lured to the American networks should not deter
óther advertisers from taking the
same chance. We should be proud
of the fact that we're bright enough
to recognize talent; and we can
throw out our chests and'say, "he
was one of our boys, we brought
him to you first."
.

"We know that talent exists in
this country" Mr. Adaskin continued. "But promoting talent takes
courage. It is not good business
to stick to personality -less programs
which we couldn't lose, simply because nobody else wanted them," he
emphasized. There are just more
opportunities for talent in the United States than there are in Canada.
This much we have to face."
Mr. Adaskin recalled the early
days of Canadian radio; the song
recitals the personality spots, and
the parents of young hopefuls who
"beat paths to the studio door." It
was a field day for Canadian talent,
but without network affiliation, no
set standards, and with competition
..

of a purely local nature. Things
improved as we passed our radio
adolesence. Then, with the formation of the CRBC, commercial broadcasts were curtailed. "Without competition," he added "Our initiative
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died ten thousand deaths, and w
developed a clique of artists wh.
succeeded in corralling the entir
broadcasting schedule".
Finally the CBC was formed, an.1
commercial broadcasting was resum
ed. Canadian advertisers were quid
to seize good radio time and th.
best available talent. "But in both
instances," Mr. Adaskin regretted'
"They weren't quick enough." The)
were unprepared for the return o.
national radio advertising; and a;:
a result, most of our best commer
cial time was snapped up by tilt.
American international advertisers
before the Canadians could act.
"The Canadian national adver;
tiser," continued the speaker, "has
been 'raped'. We have done noth
ing to my knowledge to protect,
either our Canadian talent or ourr.
Canadian advertisers. Just because
the American 'international advertiser has a fine program is no reason why the Canadian national
advertiser has to suffer for it. We
can't ,allow 'dumping' in Canada not if we expect to encourage Canadian manufacturers to advertise
Canadian." The argument that
there is no comparable Canadian
talent is entirely false, he said.
"Talent is everywhere -and we have
the progams to prove it. It is only,
in the promotion of talent that we
are sorely behind our American.
cousins."
"Do you know" Mr. Adaskin
asked "that the Canadian manufacturer has to pay more for advertising in Canada than his international competitor? Yet, if the
tables were reversed, and he broadcast across the line, he would still
pay more and I'll tell you why."
"A Canadian manufacturer, who
wishes to advertise by radio internationally, is not permitted to
originate a radio program on the
national network in Canada, and,
simply pipe it to the American networks for the cost of station time,
and land lines, as we in Canada
allow in reverse. Oh no! You must
pay for a standby orchestra in New r
York or Chicago, and pay the New
York rates for the various organizations involved - the Musical Protective Associatiion, AFRA, and so
forth.
"We", he went on, "are considered unfair competition to the
American networks ; yet we in turn,
do nothing about unfair competition from the other side of the
fence. You fix it first", he added,
"or it will be fixed for you, and
you won't like it."
"We cannot bring printed matter
advertising copy, or commercial art
work into this country, without paying -heavy dues", he pointed out,
"but American programs come
l

;
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nothing will happen, if the handwriting on the wall is read and
acted upon. That is where the viceversa comes my sub -title. That is
the score American international
advertisers should settle with Canadian talent, before Canadian talent
settles its score with them.'

no questions

There were, Mr. Adaskin connued, several companies that had
:parate Canadian and American
rograms. At least six of these had
)und that they could reach the
ánadian market better by using
anadian talent; and in several inances the Canadian shows actually
tted higher than their American
)unterpart (RCA Victor, Colgatealmolive, Coca-Cola, John & Judy'
rigley's and Goodyear). But these
:w are not enough. There must
c more, many more. How coùld
Us be achieved? It took courage,
ision, and a belief in the country.
t means starting with something
asonable", he said, "and, by sheer
)mpitetion, improving it until it
ives you what you are after - stener appeal."
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HEAP BIG FAN MAIL

S.O.S.
Ten -year -old Fred Ellis, of Hamilton, Ont., decided on leaving the
ahouse, that he had had enough of
school. Perhaps the report card
wasn't so good. Next afternoon
came, and Fred had not returned
home.
Hysterically his mother
phoned Bill Cranston, manager of
CKOC, and told her story.
Less
than five minutes later, a flash went
out over the Hamilton station. A
farmer's wife on the outskirts of
St. Thomas, eighty miles away
heard the broadcast. Not long afterwards, a young lad came to the
door asking for shelter, for which
he would gladly work. When she
learned his name, the woman
phoned the Hamilton police department, who in turn advised the
parents. Soon they called for the
wayward boy-by name Fred Ellis.

He pointed out that it also
leant a reversal of the old csc
titude that the building up of raio personalities might prove "danerous to the lords-in -charge--the
iil wagging the dog."
e said, this attitude

Fortunately,
had already
ten somewhat modified, since exerience had shown that a program
ithout personalities frequently
belled dullness and lack of characr. "An unsigned article", Mr.
,daskin stated, "rarely gets the
otice its subject matter warrants."
"I have it on good authority," he
oncluded on a warning note, "that
omething is going to be done rearding incoming commercials-. I
lso have it on good authority that

Fan mail seems to reach the "Indian Trails" program (Sunny Boy
Cereal) literally in carloads, for,
pictured above is an automobile
overflowing with letters from the
program's listeners, through 24
stations from cciast to coast. At
the wheel of the car, in ceremonial

war bonnet, is Sitting Eagle and
standing is Lone Walker, both
members of the Stoney Tribe at
Morley. Tied in' with the transcribed series is a stamp map giveaway, which has drawn the mail.
Release is through Stewart-Lovick
Ltd. Calgary.

New Studios

tive for the station, and a host of
other guests.
A special section of the KITCHENER RECORD carried congratulatory messagesfrom Kitchener merchants and business houses whose
ads in many cases referred to having been CKCR sponsors as far back
at the early thirties when "Mitch"
Mitchell and "Gib" Liddle first
started Kitchener's station.

Opening of the new studios of
CKCR, Kitchener, attracted wide local interest in the twin cities, as

CHRISTMAS ISSUE
in the Mail

well as a visit and radio address by
of parliament
local - members
municipal big -wigs including His
Worship the Mayor and C. W.
(Bill) Wright national representa-
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CKCK

HERR AUFMANNER GETS THE FINGER,
by Brian Hodgkinson

welcomed hack
DON & GEORGE!

"l'ut that radio back, you square
headed Nazi goon, or do a six
months stretch in your own hoose-

Following close on the
heels of J. N. Harris'

gow! !"

This from a Canadian prisoner
of war, if you please, to a German
N.C.O. in the much vaunted armed
service of Hitler's "master race'.
Yes, stranger than fiction, but
this was only one of many chuckle filled memories which came flooding into the present as I read J.
N. Harris' "Radio Behind the
Wire" in the last issue of the

Story, Brian
Hodgkinson. cracks
through with his two bits
worth on parallel lines.
P. O. W.

to the prisoner of war, simply because he hadn't reckoned on the
hypnotic powers of the Red Cross
food parcel. It was amazing what
some of those "goons", as we called the Germans' would do for a
piece of chocolate or a handful of
cigarettes.
Usually within a week, after
undergoing the subtle persuasiveness of prisoner of war methods,
they were ready to be hand fed,
and like good little goons; to do
as we told them.
Not so a certain Herr Aufmanner, however who was definitely
not the little pat of butter to be
molded to our design.
Via the
grapevine, we'd heard his boast
that he would wipe the camp clean
of all contraband, including a nine
tube radio receiver. "Adolph", as

"CANADIAN BROADCASTER""
Jack Harris referred in that article to "ferrets", whose sole task it
was to keep us out of mischief.

DON DAWSON
Sales Promotion Director

Station

of Broadcastng
CKCK, Regina, Saskatchewan. Don entered broadcasting with CKCK back in

October, 1937 as a "soup -10.4.1s" man, or in other word.

ann ouncer-operator-pro(hirer and what -have-you.
Later he took over the duties
of Traffic Manager and at
the time of enlistment in the
RCAF was handing Merchandising for the station.
After serving with the RCAF
as an instructor since 1942 he
is back with CKCK as Sales
Promotion Director.
sui
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Sometimes they did; most times
they didn't.
They were continually on the
prowl, like hunger-stricken jackals
(you don't know how true that is,
either!), carried crowbars and
flashlights, and tried their damnedest to know more about the other
person's business than they did their
own.
There was one consistent drawback to the German scheme of
things. In failing to keep the stomachs of his soldiers full and a
reasonable supply of cigarettes on
hand, Mr. Hitler lost many a round

4 1uí

/dull..

.

But the only "Bull" about our new 1,000 -watt transm:tter is "MO", seething Shorthorn paterfamilias who
watches over the progress of
the plant on the farm of R.
R. Tate,

just outside Vancou-

ver's city limits.

we called the radio, was one of of
most esteemed inmates, and ha
cost out "X Gang" somewhere
the neighbourhood of 14,000 cigar
ettes.

Two weeks had passed' and stile
Mr. Aufmanner continued his ri
lentless search.' He had come data
gerously close to discovering th
radio at least twice, and the thir
time he might succeed.
Actie
most certainly was due.
Two of the boys in camp, Ali
Mansman and "Scruffy" Knowles
had, with the help of certain Get
mans of doubtful integrity toward
the Third Reich, set up a complet
photographic laboratory.
The
even did enlarging for the camp
like a corner drugstore back horn(
Our plan was simple. Behind
draped blanket which faced the
dining table in one of the hut r
where Aufmanner was known t
visit quite frequently sat Scruff
Knowles, hawk -like and camer '
ready.
The fact that Aufmanne
allowed himself to fraternize t
this extent proved to be his ur
doing.
At about twenty minutes past to
on this particular morning, Aul
manner strode in with one of hi
stooges. "Guten Morgens" and th
inevitable pleasantries of feigne
hospitality were exchanged.
Th
unsuspecting Germans seated then
selves, and were highly delighte
when they were proffered a steam.
ing cup of tea, with 'one of thos.
deeply revered hard -tack biscuit'
spread with Canadian butter an
gleaming with orange marmaladf
As the chatter increased, and th
minutes ticked by, stealthy hanc
were setting the stage. There wa.
a slj,ghtly perceptible click as Scruff i
fy and his camera applied th r
"coup de grace', but neither Hu a
detected the slightest thing out or
place.
Eleven days later, the master fers4
ret made his expected strike. Thd
lads in charge of Adolph didni
have a chance. Just as they wed"
taking down in shorthand the
o'clock news from the BBC, lie
walked Aufmanner. Or rather, i
shot Aufmanner.
The boys sti
believe to this day that he had bee,
jet-propelled through the door. A
last he had succeeded in unearthing
our best radio, and if ever I wit
nessed an expression of insufferably
arrogance and triumph, I saw
then.
Striding in that "Dic
Tracy" manner to the section c
flooring.which housed the preciot
set, he began to chuckle gloatingl4
s

.

THE
ADVERTISER
LOOKING FOR TIME, CKMO
OFFERS KILOWATT COVERFOR

GEORGE I)AVIES
P r o d u c tion Supervisor
CKCK Regina, Saskatchewan. George started off in
broadcasting with CKCK in
November of 1940 as a member of CKCK's Production
Department, serving as an
announcer - operator - producer. In December of 1942
he left radio to become an
instructor in the RCAF. To
keep up-to-date with happenings during his service years,
George spent a good deal of
his spare time emceeing airforce musical productions

organizing newscasts via the
public address systems on
his airforce units, and announcing airforce Band Concerts. George returned to
CKCK a little over a month
ago to take up the duties of
Production Supervisor.

/lie

'ells

WITH THE DRIVE
IN

'45

AGE,

AVAILABILITIES, AT 100 -WATT COST.
PEAK

VANCOUVER'S "NEIGHBORLY"
STATION

CKMO
Going to 1,000 SOON

-

enquire
Don't be led around by the nose
about new departures in programming at CKMO

.

"So, gentlemen", he sneerer
"you thought you could outsma::
Herr Aufmanner, eh?. But, y
see, I have outsmarted you instea
and one of the most powerful re

(Continued on Next Page)

-
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Continued from Previous Page)
ceiving sets 'known to be in Gerknan prison camps has come to an

untimely end."
It was painful to listen to his
r-orecise but flawless English, but
we knew the toad was right
at
zieast for the moment. In our conntternation, we had almost forgot en our trump card.
I Then we all gasped in momenary amazement, when we heard
)ig Tiffy Baker address the Hun in
fin these terms:
"Put that radio back, you square),ieaded Nazi goon, or do a six
n nonth stretch in your own hoose1

-v7kgfro ar,Q,

-

:(

v;ow!

!"

The Nazi gulped: "What stupid
nonsense are you displaying now,
Kr. Baker?" he snarled, "Perhaps
:'ou have forgotten just which one
u)f us is the prisoner of war here?"
"I'm warning you to forget all
about this or spend the next six
n nonths out of circulation" Tiffy
I aid quickly, his tongue dripping
with acid. Then he reached into
lis breast pocket, and produced a
i mall 4 x 2 snapshot. Calmly he
landed it to the German
"I think, Mr. Aufmanner, that
he Herr Kommandant would be
ïery interested to see a copy of this
c thotograph.
There are lots of
r hings you Germans can get away
I with, but one of them is definitely
lot to be seen eating with prisoners
)f war especially when the German
n question is eating food from a
Zed Cross food parcel."
Aufmanner stared at the picture
is though he'd just been ordered to
There before
:he Russian front.
u s eyes, as clear as crystal, was he
tend his stooge, in as "fraterniz.ng" a situation as possible. There
was little of the ' captor and cap ::ive' mood in this study. And,
horror of horrors, there in all its
r:onspicuous array, hogging every
j Tingle millimeter of the foreground,
was a line-up of Red Cross food
i=ommodities which bade fair to
rival any grocer's shelf. Bully -beef,
powdered milk, cans of Spam, mar all with
nalade,' butter, sugar
oh so
ttheir labels conveniently
facing the
rivery
conveniently
dens. Not a single detail was missing and the picture displayed in all
its irrefutable testimony damaging
'evidence of the blackest black.
Aufmanner looked by this time
as though a pulmotor was the only
thing that would alleviate his dis'1

'
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tress.

He began to splutter and gag,
and as his neck and head commenced to turn a bluish purple, and the
blood of sheer rage coursed
',through the veins of his face, the
next two minutes became very unpredictable. He was beaten thoroughly, and he knew it.
Thirty seconds later' the two
Teutons had made themselves scarce
rand the raucous laughter which fol-lowed their exit was quelled only
by a

profane admonition to "pipe

down while I get the rest of this
t broadcast."

-

In this age of atomic energy,

anything can happen
and very
often it does. A new `high' in radio broadcasting was achieved
recently when Claire Wallace did
one of her "They Tell Me" programs from way up aloft in a
Trans -Canada plane.
This was unusual, but Claire's
broadcasts are unusual. She is famous for tracking down her inter-

viewee who, in this case, was
Dianne Dudley of Winnipeg, interior decorator for TCA. Her
announcer and producer, Elwood
Glover and Clif Stewart respectively, were along on this flight.
Not being mechanically -minded,
her explanation of how a broadcast
was done from a plane was just
a bit over my head. However, I
have gained the reputation of being slightly air - minded so quite
appreciate Claire's thrill at being
away up there. When Claire has
the opportunity of sitting in the
co-pilot's seat and having her pilot
fold his arms and say "Now you're
on your own" - - then I want to
hear ;her on - the - spot reations
broadcast. From experience, T
know `cause I was there.
Anew and timely feature called
"Visit with a Vet" has been added
to "They Tell Me." Claire visits
Christie Street regularly, talks
with the men and reports her
interviews. The soldier may be
from a point hundreds of miles
away and this brings him in close
contact with his parents and
friends. Actually, we can't do
much for the fellows who have
done so much for us.
Many returned men marched in
a parade in honor of General Crerar, General Officer Commanding
ist Ca-nadian Army. It was described through CHUM by (Capt.)
Al'Leary and (Sergeant) Dick McDougall in a most interesting manner. This must be one of the most
difficult events to describe, but
the parade didn't lag for one second in this colorful broadcast.
They described each unit and band,
what they wore, where they had
been even injecting comedy about
the fellow who had "one too

many".
It has been said that, without
music, life would be a mistake.
I'll go so far as to say it would be
a regrettable error to miss programs like "Jolly Miller Time".
This show is built around George
Murray, tenor, who both vocalizes
and introduces the musical numbers. His voice sounds young and
fregh and much can be said in
favor of his singing. The Leslie
Bell Singers complete the vocal
Sometimes I like
department.
The
.
times'
other
and
them,
Howard
by
orchestra is conducted
Cable who also makes the clever
and
arrangements. Lou Snider piano
Murray Ross play brilliant
as
duos. The skill of Alan Savage in
producer-announcer is proven
these shows aired weekly on TransCanada Network.
ELDA
'Bye now

EFNrE

REASONS

CFNB
Fredericton
is the

Rural Listener's Choice
genes Pnao.
32 programs in a weekly mail
"Quiz" series drew over 12,500
large percentage
entries
from Rural communities in New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince
Edward Island and the State of
Maine.

-a

CFNB
assures MAXIMUM

and

EFFECTIVE COVERAGE

plus
RESPONSIVE LISTENERS

and
RESULTS

\ \
113
\
ERIC\\\
.\
FREDTON N.B.
ASK THE ALL -CANADA MAN
U.S .A.
CO.
OR WEED
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SPEAK TO THEM GENTLY
i

"Doc" Cruickshank Addresses ACA on "Country Listening"
If you want to sell your goods
to listeners to CKNX, the Ontario
Farm Station, at Wingham, don't
start off "Ladies and gentlemen".
Say "Good evening friends.'

"Folks think we are high-hatting them if ' we address them any
other way". CKNX, founder manager "Doc" Cruickshânk told the
final forum of the ACA Convention
in his talk, on "Country Listening".

Roxana

vrJó

®nd

can be reached

through

RADIO

ARTISTS
REGISTRY
WA. 1191
TORONTO
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Most suitable times for reaching
listeners in his part of the country
are 7.30 to 9.00 in the morning,
12.00-1.30 around noon, and 6.00
-7.00 or 8.00-10.00 at night.
Those times are for catching
men, but says "Doc", "don't underestimate the say that woman has as
to what is bought on the farm, for
her voice is much louder than that
of her city cousin. When a farmer
needs a new shirt," he continued,
"his wife tells him what kind to
buy. That is worth remembering."
The speaker advocated the use of
longer periods for farm programs.
"A half hour is a lot better than
fifteen minutes", he opined with a
smile. "A daily program is a lot
better than once a week."
As to commercials, Mr. Cruickshank says: "Don't give the farmer
long strings of figures. Give it in

percentages if the radio listener is
to remember what you tell him. If
you go into figures, he'll forget it
all.
Don't high pressure him.
Remember he is used to chewing it
over with a salesman at considerable length, and your commercials
are intended to perform the same
function as the salesman. Above
all, talk to him in his own language, and that does not mean
with a piece of straw in the corner
of your mouth."
Farm listeners like old time music, he went on, "but that does not
mean hill -billy. .Old familiar ballads, sacred music, these are good,"
he continued, "as is the barbershop quartet."
Then he added
"Hill -billy is for people down in
Kentucky. I hope there's no one
here from Kentucky. Wayne King
and Guy Lombardo are fine but not
the noisier kind of modern band
Bob -Hope. is too sophisticated for
us. And quiz shows-if they are
going to do a job on our station,
you have to keep the questions so
simple it ceases to be interesting."
He referred to the importance of
preceding programs. "That," he
said, "is something the agencies
don't consider enough in our estimation. That is the period which
builds up the audience. We are
rather fortunate", he continued, "in
not having very much network.
Some stations wan't understand

that!"

Now
UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

0
O

0

WATTS

5

Mr. Cruickshank urged advertisers to "have a better dealer tie-in
with your advertising." He pointed out that the average farmer is
skeptical. "Quite often", he said,
"he has much more confidence in
the agent than in you or your product. If you can, tie in the dealer's
name more closely. Tell him the
names of two or three dealers on
each program instead of applying
the pressure on him direct. "The
dealer can do a better job for you
than you can yourself."
Speaking of actual phrasing of
commercials, "Doc" suggested that
the best technique is to start the
commercial out by giving some information.
"If you are selling
milking machines," he said, "tell
him how much time he is spend-

ing milxir g. How much time h(
could save. Then finish up 'plug
ging' your machine."
In conclusion, the speaker dealt
with the desirability of short come
mercials.
"When people tell uz
they like our station we ask therr,
why. We know our programs can.
not possibly come up to the offer
ings of the big networks. Listener
tell us: 'You don't have much ad.
vertising'. We're just 80% adver.
tising, but we try always to keel
our commercials informative.
"Perhaps you will say 'they don't
notice the commercials, and that'
no good.' An4 I have an answer
for that one. Two of our sponsors,
have recently made private surveys.
and the results showed 100% sponsor identification. Many here will''
agree", he added amid laughter,
"that's quite a lot better than average."
,

Joins All -Canada
G. Norris MacKenzie has joi
the Toronto office of All -Cana
Radio Facilities as a representative

of the Program
Division, where
he will assist
Fred Cannon.
Starting in radio in 1937 at
cJcA Edmonton
as a writer and

announcer, he
left in 1940 to
join the new
cxwx, Vancouver as Continuity'
Editor. While there he did announcing and production work,
and eventually went on the sales
staff. In January 1944 he transferred to the sales' staff of cxoc,

Hamilton..,
Publication Dates

A change of publication dates is
announced for January 1946. Instead of mailing the first and third
Wednesday of the month, we shall,
be one week late, mailing January;
9 and 23.
Since there are five
Wednesdays in January and we
only mail twice a month we_ shall
be able to revert to our-regular
"First and third Wednesday' schedule in February.

CKOCr
THE STATION YOU WILL HEAR
BEST IN HAMILTON

The All -Canada Station

" The Friendly

Voice of Halifax"

Representatives: HORACE N. STOVIN & CO., CANADA
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.
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To Whom It May Concern *
Much thought is being given these days to questions of Canadian nationalism,
Canada's place in the roster of nations, government control and operation of business, labor and capital, problems of religion and language, in fact all the individually
petty concerns
conglomerately so important
which tend to increase the internal
dissensions of Canada, rather than to cement her into a completely unified nation, the
essential to true greatness.

-

-

Everyone seems to agree that -these qu estions are not matters of politics, religion
or tradition. Rather the diagnosis shows that dissensions could at least be minimized
if a means were found to create a greater understanding between what can be truthfully
if cruelly
termed the five isolations of Canada.

-

-

Canada has no national newspaper, and her general publications of a national character stress rather entertainment than national enlightenment.

Newspapers and independent radio stations confine their editorial activities to their
own areas.
Consequently, keeping the distant reaches of the country informed on each
other's problems and interests is left to a government -owned radio system, which is
muzzled by its own bureaucracy.

As.a result of this state of affairs, it is virtually impossible to find a Canadian,
in- ordinary walks of life, who could be described as being thoroughly well informed on
the thoughts of his fellow -countrymen across the Dominion.
In spite of these inevitable isolations, Canadians who think, in their ten Houses
of Parliament and their two Upper Houses, in their pulpits and their class-rooms, at
their business and service-club meetings, are expressing thoughts of distinct national
value, thoughts which only need to be disseminated in order that they may contribute
great strides in the march towards national understanding.
As a step towards this goal, we are planning to launch, early in the New Year, a
paper in which will be reprinted a cross -current of Canadian -thinking -about -Canada, as
reflected in these speeches.
-

"PULSE" is the title we have chosen for this venture.
We have as yet printed no subscription forms; we have not even determined what
the cost of subscriptions will be. We are simply sending out this message in an
attempt to "feel your pulse".

Your comments, encouraging or otherwise, will

be most

welcome.

R. G. LEWIS & COMPANY
Publishers
371

*

Bay Street, Toronto

This Advertisement is: directed to
Canadians who think.
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OR A PEEP INTO THE CLOUDED CRYSTAL BALL
by Hugh Newton
Mrs. Robinson looked up from
her knitting at the video -timers on
the mantelpiece. One minute before ten, it said. She cleared her
throat.

"Henry."
Henry Robinson rattled his evening paper and humphed at her over
the top of it.
"Now what?"
"Henry, it's time for the mid evening bulletin. We have been
asked to listen to it. The circular
directive on the facsimile this
morning said all Canadian citizens
must tune it in. Will you turn
on the machine, please?"
Henry humphed again, and snapped the button on the end table
beside his chair. The screen on the
wall hummed and then glowed
after a moment. Mr. Robinson adjusted the audio-focusser at his side,
and the face of an intent young
man with horn -rimmed contax
lenses filled the screen. Mrs. Robinson disliked this young man's
face and secretly detested his voice,
but she couldn't help but be fascinated by both. Especially his
eyes. She always felt, she had con -

fided once to her neighbour and
best friend, ,Amelia like a winkle
on a pin when confronted by those
eyes.

"This is Fanson Gregworth, your
Central Director of Information"
theyoung man was saying.
She
had heard him saying that so often
that she thought she might be lis=
tening to one of those old fashioned phonograph records. Mr.
Robinson was carefully laying aside
his paper, ,as if trying not to disturb The Voice, and she had put
down her knitting. Both were acting as though the intent young man
on the screen was in the very room
and watching critically each move
and demanding that they pay attention ..
.

" . .. I am speaking to you tonight from my offices in the Howe
Building in the nation's capital. I
have just returned to Ottawa after
a three-day inspection trip that took
me 5,000 miles from the border of
the resurgents' area north of the
Quebec Control District, to the Far
West, and back again
"
Mrs. Robinson averted her eyes
for a moment and tried to remem-

...

STRUCTURAL STEEL

TOWERS
OF ALL TYPES

Vertical Radiators

For

Radio Transmission
Now in Service

Ccc:i is Ccc:1

The

CANADIAN BRIDGE
COMPANY, LTD.
WALKERVILLE,
ONT.
lief

Pi

in

ber back td those days before 1957
when there were both government
and private transmitting stations
and you had a choice in your listening. Funny how you still called it
"listening". It sounded so oldfashioned. She looked back at the
screen again.
"To night I have some very important new bulletins and directives
tor the Canadian people. This, you
know, is a momentous anniversary.
It is five years ago tonight that the
unwieldy legislative body, that oldfashioned talking machine known
as "parliament" was abolished. It
was indeed a momentous constitutional discovery of the great J. L.
Ilsley that the "authority of Government was delegated by The Crown
and not by Parliament."
The
Crown per se, is out of fashion
now, too, of course, and government by Directive-from--Councilit used to be called "Order-in-Council"-is now in effect. Properly,
and as it should be so.
"After all, my friends, it has
been proven in the Round Chamber courts that government via bureau is constitutional. And it works
so smoothly and so effectively. Let
me not digress, however. I wish
to announce, on authority of the
Supervisor of Cultural Affairs, that
Saturday, the 18th of Finmouth
that used to be called December,
remember
will be a public day
of Rejoicing -and Celebration. All
workers but those designated under
Article 31655493 as "Class B
Workers" will be required to take
a holiday to mark the occasion.
Everyone must wear a red and white
badge of celebration on their coat.
These may be secured from your
nearest Report Bureau at a nominal

-

-

sum.'
Mrs. Robinson sighed.
Ti
would mean another line-up, :j,
thought. Everything was a line-I
now. And to line-up for a si
r
badge! But those government
fices were only open for three ham

l~

iR

a day.

When she looked at the scree
again, she found that the cont
operators had shifted the focus a
were playing the fluorotelecord
from a high angle, using a flathe
ing highlighting on the you
man's face. He was handsome
thought in a brutal sort of w
But handsome .. .
. I now will give you I'
latest bulletins and directives", T t
Voice was intoning, "from the Cc'd
tral Bureau of Government. Hca
is order No. 63A514907B from,t,a
Bureau of Trade and Commerce I
vestigation and Control: "As f rc`
this date the 8th inst., commend
at 2400 hours, no person shall s,
offer for sale new or used, ,who,
sale or retail or for trade-in, cree
or re-purchase, any piece of good
material or cloth of synthofibro
wool manufacture, for clothing j
any other than Class A, A-1 and
Special workers for the use of
out written and certified permissi,
of the BTCIC. Anyone violati
this rule will be punished su;
marily, without hearing, before t
local division of the Round Cha..(
ber Court, and is liable to a fine
not less than $10,000 or ten yet
in the Labrador camp, or both."
Mrs. Robinson thoughtfully Ii
gered the lapel of her new synt 4
suit and was quietly thankful tl
she had bought it last week. Ev'
if it had taken 18 re-purcha
(Continued on Next Page)
e
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Manitoba's population
is concentrated in the
South and CKRC delivers this area at far
less cost.
Ask the All -Canada Man!

WINNIPEG
ON THE

DOMINION NETWORK
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ints points of her grey coupons,
Ilk was worth it, she thought. She
-vondered about Amelia, though.
;he had been hoping to get one,
oo

"There were a number of lesser
lirectives issued during the day,
nd they will be found in detail
1
your morning Government
Jewspaper", the man was saying.
'1rs. Robinson tried to remember
le old papers with their big deartment store ads and their comic
2ctions, but she couldn't. She had
ften wondered what had become
f Terry in the Milton Canif strip.
,ut all that was banned now. Sun ay papers used to be fun, too; but
unday was so different now. No
'eekend papers, only government
Don sore d recreation and health
ikes, and that sort of thing.
It
,as all getting so_ confusing.
She looked at her husband. He
'as lighting a government syniarette. Extravagance, she thought
iomentarily, with the price at 97
2nts a package. At least they saved
owever, by not buying liquor any
lore. After all, at $11.80 a pint,
and only 21.98 proof too' as her
usband had pointed out, "what
as the use."
She wished secretly she could
each over and switch the man off.
.ut that would show on the audiodelog in the set's meter, and they
'ould have to fill in a report as to
by they hadn't listened, she rea zed. She turned her attention
nce again to The Voice.
one final announcement",
eier
was saying. "This is the last
reek in which this year's tele censes are valid. You must reew your license at once, if you
ave not done so.
The cost, I
'ould like to remind you, has risen
gain this year, to take care of, the
reatly expanded Canadian Radio
Implificast Plan and CRAP must
e maintained if the government
to function. The new cost is
22.50, unless you are a Class J
lweller, when, of course, the price
$27.50. Go to your nearest Reeort Bureau immediately, if you
lave not done so. And don't for :et your Citizenship Classification
ìard and your Habitation and Al -

...

to break in as an announcer, and
who, in return, will give' you everything he's got. Audition disc is
available, and I can go anywhere
in Canada. Box CB 26, Canadian
Broadcaster, 371 Bay Street To-

Re -Employment Service
To assist in re-establishing men
and women returning to civilian
life from the armed forces overseas, the Canadian Broadcaster
offers a free want -ad service for
such men and women who, having
been honorably discharged from
active service wish to enter or reenter the broadcasting or advertising business.
File CB 25: I am the male half
of a young couple just busting to
get into radio Connie writes, I
announce, and the Canadian
Broadcaster has a disc to demonstrate to you our joint efforts. We
are both eager to get going, and

... Now ..

Wally Slatter who has recently returned from overseas after three
years with the Royal Canadian Air
Force as a pilot, has joined the
sales staff of Radio Representatives Limited. Wally started in
radio as a juvenile actor in 1934.
lowance Permit for proper identification."
"That is all for tonight, my
friends. A good night to you all.
And don't forget the new slogan:
'We must all get behind for a
great big push if there is to be reapplication
co-ordination
and
EVERYWHERE! ' "
The screen hummed for a moment as the night bulletin ended.
Mrs. Robinson waited till the intent
young man's eyes faded off the
screen before she dared pick up her
knitting again.

Nineteen

ronto.
File CB 27: Returned RCAF
Radar mechanic 24, protestant,
single, seeks opening in, broadcasting station. Studied Fundamental
Electricity at Edmonton High;
employ 3 years by University of
Alberta, Extension Department,
servicing sound motion pivcture
machines for educational purposes.
Completed four months basic radio
course and three months special
Two
Radar course with RCAF.
years servicing and eight months
as Radar Instructor. Will go anyBox CB 27, Canadian
where.
Broadcaster, 371 Bay St., Toronto.

realize that starting salaries are
not high. Box CB 25, Canadian
Broadcaster, 371 Bay Street, Toronto.
File CB 26: Are you looking for
a young fellow-21-who wants

WANTED

MANAGER
MY LATEST PICTURE

-now

showing at home on
the piano.

FOR WESTERN STATION

LATEST ADVENTURE
Fun and games in the
RCAF.
MY LATEST IDEA
--to work again with radio
friends, old and new.
MY

Apply by letter giving

complete qualifications
to order number 31724
E. & P. National Em-

ployment Service, 189

KENNY GRAHAM
8

McDermott Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

Aberdeen Apts.. Bain Ave.,
Toronto
PHONE GE. 3805

CIO To Run Stations
The board of the cio United
Automobile Workers on November
i l authorized its radio committee
to spend $400,000 to establish FM
stations in Detroit, Chicago, Cleveland, Los Angeles, Flint and Newark. It was stated that the UAW
will press vigorously for FCC licenses.
R. J. Thomas, international president, said the stations would be
used, not only as outlets for union

members, but for community program, and that the stations would
be self-sustaining by "accceptance
of advertising on a highly ethical
plane."
.
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JIM ALLARD
Even in the midst of a session
busy with a pressing mass of
broad -scope legislation, members
find time now and then to wonder
about the specific subject of broadcasting.
Mr. ;Tommy' Church,
veteran Progressive - Conservative
member from Toronto, is already
curious about the appointment of
Davidson Dunton to the CBC Board
chairmanship. Mr. Church wants
to know who Dave is, what experience he's had in' the radio field, his
salary and other allowances, who
recommended his appointment, and
one or two other matters about his
previous employment.
Mr. John Diefenbaker, Progressive Conservative member from

Lake Centre, Saskatchewan, is currently enquiring of the Government how many applications have
been made since January ist of
1944 for radio licenses in Ontario,
Quebec and the Maritimes, who
were the applicants, and what happened to the. applications.

Apart from the technical and
administrative side, interest in radio is slowly mounting amongst
men in public life as more and
more of them become familiar with
it, and realize its value in the field
of public information. In this as
in other respects, radio's lack of
editorial policy and scrupulous impartiality has been of distinct advantage to it. There should be
some food for thought so far as
sections of the industry are concerned, in M. J. Coldwell's suggestion during the flag debate, that
Canada should have a distinctive
and legalized national anthem.
Both `O Canada' and 'The Maple
Leaf' have their supporters here.
But many members feel there is
need for a new and appropriate
national anthem
and for those
who are interested, suggestions will
probably find keen and interested
response.

-

Anyone in the industry with
ideas about the new Canadian
flag will find it worthwhile to send
hits+ suggested design to the special
committee or direct to his own
Member of Parliament. From developments in the House during the
opening phases of this debate, it
seems highly unlikely that the Red
Ensign will be adopted; which
opens the door wide to new designs.

Latest trends make it almost inevitable that Canada will shortly
take the right to amend her own
constitution. When this comes,
large segments of it may have to
be overhauled. Gossip in some Parliament Hill quarters has it that
should such happen, some provinces may press for greater radio
jurisdiction. Argument would probably revolve around intra -provincial possibilities of FM transmission.

One of the few well-known
broadcasts on Parliament Hill
(there are only three or four) is
CBC's `Citizen's Forum'. Considered without exception an excellent broadcast. Quite a large number of MP's turned out to hear the
Ottawa origination of this, from
Chateau Laurier's Convention
Hall. Participants Gordon Graydon (Progressive - Conservative)
and CCF Leader M. J. Coldwell are
both well-informed, with good 'adlib' minds and radio voices. Secretary of State Paul Martin, who
also fits into that descriptive
frame, was skedded to appear, but
tied up by conversations concerning the Windsor strike.

Passing note: Surprising how
few station operators keep their
member informed of their own
public service broadcasts and activities. This national capital should
be a flourishing field for free-lance
writers, there are númbers far below the demand that could easily
be created. Good field for voice
coaches, too.
Government front-benches are
increasingly concerned with delay
in getting through the mass of
business confronting the House.
Opposition is feeling its oats this
session, pressing keenly on every
point. Government is apparently
in the mood to keep the Rouse sitting until mid -December, if need
be. Unfinished business would be
taken up after the New Year;
preceding a new session next
Spring. Return of Prime Minister
MacKenzie King's assured hand to
the helm must have brought relief
to his front-benchers. During h's
absence, the `team' fumbled a few
signals from time to time, and the
Opposition was not slow to press
its advantage.
Roland
Beaudry, previously
mentioned here, is not the only
House member with previous radio experience. Alastair Stewart,
CCF member for Winnipeg North,
is one-time news commentator on
Winnipeg's CKRC.
Voice and
style show definite indication of
his radio experience.
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ENTERTAIN WOUNDED

"Four Canucks"-left to+ right, Jack Reid, Bill Morton, John Hart
court and Ernest Berry (also their accompanist, Wally Armour, no
in the picture)-rank high in their efforts to entertain the wounded ii
hospitals in and around Toronto. This is part of Jack Arthur's Hospita.
Entertainment project, operated by the Citizen's Committee for Troop;
in Training.
The

quarter million French-speaking
Canadians turn daily to CKCH for
news and entertainment.
Help.
yourself to a responsive audience
by placing your sales message
over their proven favorite radio
station.
A

85 Champlain Ave., HULL, Quebec
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- D.

L. BOUFFORD, 112 Yonge

St., Toronto

Serves the, Ottawa Valley French Market
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LIMITED

Montreal
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SCANNING THE SURVEYS
BOW THEY STAND
the following appeared in the current
iott-Haynes Reports as the top ten
ionat programs. The first figure fol,'ing the name is the EH rating; the
pond is the change from the previous
.nth.

EVENING
t glish
1

i

,

*

:

Fibber McGee & Molly
Charlie McCarthy
Lux Radio Theatre
N.H.L. Hockey
Album of Familiar
Music
Kraft Music Hall
Request Performance*
Waltz Time
Green Hornet*
Treasure Trail º

33.1
30.3
29.8
19.3

--2.0
+3

4
.7

resuming

-

18.5
17.9
17.1
15.8
15.3
16.1

.5

new ?

-1.2
+1.3

-3.6

mch:

.'I
i

t

Un Homme et son
Peche
Ralliement de Rire
Cafe Concert
Dr. Morhanges
La Mine d'Or
Metropole
Les Meuniers de la

+3.7

35.7
84.8
34.0
33.3
28.4
28.3

24.2
Farine
23.5
Nazaire et Barnabe
23.1
Taxi 13
23.0
Ceux qu'on aime
txcludes Montreal Coverage
i

+5.'l
+1.0

-1.7
+1.7

-

New
.5

new

+1.3

With more and more national

otwork commercials coming onto
evening networks, competition
ir audience is becoming keener.
le sets -in-use trend goes up con1,lerably this month (an average of
3%), while ratings have ineased only slightly (an average of
ly .5%). Percentage of listeners
cause of this greater competition,
s dropped an average of 2.1%.
*
o

*

*

National Hockey League takes
position among programs of
tnadian origin with a rating of
t.3 "Green Hornet" is in second
'sition with 15.3; and "Treasure
ail" gets third money with 15.1.
le latter's low rating is attribut le to the fact that Montreal
oadcasts were taken off CFCF to
p

commodate Victory Loan proams, and also that the Toronto
ow was aired at a different time
r the same reason.
*

*

quet House Party" stands in 10th
position with a rating of 9.9; Simpson's "Pop Concerts" appear 13th
with a rating of 7.3. Among American originations, Campbell's "Request Performance" stands 6th with
a Sunday night rating of 17.1.

*

Several Canadian programs make
e national ratings list for the first
ne this season, "Cashmerè Bou -

*

*

If you compare the average rat-

ings of the top ten shows of Canadian origination, with the top ten
Americans, you find that the average rating of the latter is 62%
higher than the former, the figure
for the Canadian shows being 12.5
against 20.3. Elliott -Haynes statistician Myles Leckie points out
that included in the U.S. is the
bonus audience delivered in To ronto and Vancouver by American
stations in Buffalo and Seattle. On
the basis of their Canadian broadcasts only, the top ten Canadian
shows overage 12.7 with the American offerings only 39% higher with
17.7.
*

*

*

"Un Homme et son Peche" rates
top for French language programs
with a rating of 35.7 and still going up. This is the Pepsodent offering. Two new French programs
appear on the National rating sheet
this month-"Les Meuniers de la
Farine" with 24.2, and "Taxi 13",
which starts off with a healthy 23.1.

THAT'S

DOROTHY DEANE
"CANADA'S NUMBER 1
SINGING PERSONALITY"

For available dates, terms.
etc.

_

Call The

GEORGE TAGGART
ORGANIZATION

ADelaide 8784

ACA Board
The following were elected to
the Board of the Association of
Canadian Advertisers at their convention in Toronto early this
month.
President, L. E. Phenner, Canadian Cellucotton Products Company

Ltd.; Vice -Presidents, Neil B. Pow ter, Howard Smith Paper Mills
Ltd.; H. J. G. Jackson, Chrysler
Corporation
of Canada Ltd.
George S. Bertram, Swift Canadian
Company Ltd.; Lee Trenholm,
Underwood Ltd.; Treasurer, J. P.
Lyons, Manufacturers Life Insurance Company; Managing Director,
Athol McQuarrie; Directors, R. E.
Day, Bulova Watch Company Ltd.
J. G. Hagey, B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company of Canada Ltd.; J.
W. Lawrence, Borden Company
Ltd.; Hedleigh T. Venning, Shirriff's Ltd.; C. H. Willis, Appleford
Paper Products Ltd.; D. E. Bankart, Northern Electric Comany Ltd. ;
R. Harold Smyth, Dominion Rubber Company Ltd.; A. Usher RCA
Victor Company Ltd.; Muriel
Whitlock, Courtauld's (Canada)
;

8

out of 10 carried by

AC
Another reason
for the CFAC
listening habit
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT !
1,000 watts
soon to be 5,000
.

Ltd.

Attlee Televised
First pictures of Prime Minister
Clement Attlee's address before a
joint session of Congress Tuesday,
November 13, filmed by NBC cameramen, were shown over television
station WNBT at 7.30 p.m., Thursday, November 15.

-

STUDIOS:
SOUTHAM BLDG.
CALGARY
REPRESENTATIVES:

CANADA: ALL - CANADA
U.S.A.: WEED U CO.

Shopping By Television
Gimbel's famous department
store in Philadelphia recently instituted the first television shopping
experiment ever -attempted according to a story in TIDE by installing
an intra --store video system. "A
week later 250,000 people had seen
these television shows",says the
story, "and watched professional
models and actors dramatize all
manner of merchandize."
Programs originate in the store
auditorium, which has been converted into a television studio. This
studio transmits to twenty viewing
centres, called "telesites', spotted
advantageously throughout the
store. The auditorium accommodates about 1000 people, and each
of the telesites a further 25.

Voices From Home

VIVACIOUS!

Page Twenty -One

Among programs relayed overseas via cac International shortwave service, for the benefit of
Canadian troops who are still overseas are "Don Messer & His Islanders", from Charlottetown, Vancouver's "Fiesta" and "-Classics for
Today", the "Western Five" from
Ottawa, Quebec City's "Ma Chanson", "Prairie Schooner" from Winnipeg, Paul Scherman's "LatinAmerican Serenade' Kay Steven son's "The Old Songs", and
"Clary's Gazette',' the latter three
f rom Toronto.

IN THE WEST - it's
15,000 WATTS

WINNIPEGv

22 years of operation keeps
CKY's finger on the pulse of
the nation.

Another Manitoba -owned
Exclusive Sales Rep.:
Station:
H. N. STOVIN
CKX BRANDON
1,000 watts Toronto - Winnipeg - ìriuntreal

-
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Day after day, for show after show, CFRB offers a skilful blending of audience -pleasing,

sales -building local

shows, and the best from the CBS network. This policy,

continued over seventeen years of supplying the kind
of radio entertainment that people want to hear,

has

made CFRB a best-seller from one end of the Province
to the other.

Throughout the week, CFRB delivers more

listeners per dollar. According to BBM reports, a higher

percentage of both daytime and night time audiences in
Ontario listen to CFRB than to any other station.

10.000 WATTS OF SELLING POWER
REPRESE NTATIVES:

ADAM J. YOUNG JR., INCORPORATED
New York

Chicago

ALL -CANADA RADIO FACILITIES LTD.
Montreal

!

